paranormal interactivity
PUSH FOR FREE CHEESE
Ælfred mec heht gewyrcan
Ælfred ordered me to be made
Hello Jeremy

I'm Little MOO - the bit of software that will be managing your order with us. It will shortly be sent to Big MOO, our print machine who will print it for you in the next few days. I'll let you know when it's done and on its way to you.

Remember, I'm just a bit of software. So, if you have any questions regarding your order please contact customer services (who are real people) at:

http://www.moo.com/service

Thanks,

Little MOO, Print Robot
Why Does Everyone Always Look At Me? I know I'm a chalkboard and that's my job, I just wish people would ask before staring at me. Sometimes I don't have anything to say.
I'm The Unluckiest Chalkboard In Brighton. Summer's Coming And This Side Of The Building Is Always In The Shade. Please Come Inside And Tell Them To Move Me To The Western Wall.
Stop looking at me like I'm a waste of space! I'm not just a chalkboard you know! I'm also a supporting wall. I provide shelter from wild beasts + tropical storms. Go inside so I don't have to see you!
Call Me Paranoid But I’m Sure Someone’s Watching Me, Some Are Even Taking Pictures. I’m Not Sure Of My Rights As A Chalkboard But I Feel Violated. I’ll Be Watching You Mr. Keith!
Part story, part game, this is a book with a difference – one in which YOU become the hero!

Armed with two dice, a pencil and an eraser, you can set off on a perilous quest to find the Warlock’s treasure. YOU will need to decide which route to follow, and which monsters to fight in the elaborate combat system given in the book.

You may not survive your first journey. But with experience, skill and luck, each fresh attempt should bring you nearer to your great goal . . .

Cover illustration by Peter Jones

Steve Jackson and Ian Livingstone

THE WARLOCK OF FIRETOP MOUNTAIN

A fighting fantasy gamebook in which YOU become the hero!

A Puffin Book
links & forms
Scholarship applications for Wikimania 2010 are now open. Apply now!

Interaction

For other uses, see Interaction (disambiguation).

Interaction is a kind of action that occurs as two or more objects have an effect upon one another. The idea of a two-way effect is essential in the concept of interaction, as opposed to a one-way causal effect. A closely related term is interconnectivity, which deals with the interactions of interactions within systems: combinations of many simple interactions can lead to surprising emergent phenomena. Interaction has different tailored meanings in various sciences. All systems are related and interdependent. Every action has a consequence.

Casual examples of interaction outside of science include:

- communication of any sort, for example two or more people talking to each other, or communication among groups, organisations, nations or states: trade, migration, foreign relations, transportation,
- the feedback during the operation of machines such as a computer or tool, for example the interaction between a driver and the position of his or her car on the road: by steering the driver influences this position, by observation this information returns to the driver.
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Chemistry and medicine

In medicine, most medications can be safely used with other medicines, but particular combinations of medicines need to be monitored for interactions, often by the pharmacist. In molecular biology, the knowledge on gene/protein interaction among themselves and with their...
Just what does make me 'me'?

By Marcus du Sautoy
Professor of mathematics at the University of Oxford

Over the last few months I have been on an extraordinary journey to find out what makes me "me".

I have had my brain scanned, tricked, electrocuted, drugged in a plethora of different experiments in my attempt to find out what it is that gives me the feeling that there is someone inside my head.

Science calls it the search for consciousness. I call it the search for "me".

I was not always aware of myself as a human being separate from those around me.

But at what point does this self-awareness kick-in?

A fascinating experiment at University of Portsmouth indicates that it...
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Henry VI's original vision for Education, which we aim to instill in every boy.

24 Feb 2010
St Matthias
B & D College Chapel (8:35AM)
C Assembly (SH, 8:35AM)
Holy Communion (US, 8:35AM)
Last day for issue of D Order Cards
KS Examiners' Meeting (El Ch, 2:15PM)
Field: Junior Shield 5, 2nd Junior 5 (2:15PM)
Hockey: Senior League 5 (2:15PM)
Law Society: David Goldberg, O.C. (Marten)

F Block Parents' Meeting
13th February, starting at 10am in the Farrer Theatre.

7 Feb 2010
History of Art Society
A group of 16 boys visited the Contemporary Art Preview at Sotheby's, to see the extraordinarily rich range of artworks being offered at

7 Feb 2010
Under 16 County Hockey
Eton qualify for the regional finals
view more

9 Feb 2010
Rowing Lake wins planning award
The Rowing Centre at Dorney has won a major planning award.
view more

12 Feb 2010
Shackleton Society
Dr Janet Folkes
view more
Diary

24 Feb 2010
St Matthias
B & D College Chapel (8:35AM)
C Assembly (SH, 8:35AM)
Holy Communion (US, 8:35AM)
Last day for issue of D Order Cards
KS Examiners’ Meeting (El Ch, 2:15PM)
Field: Junior Shield 5, 2nd Junior 5
(2:15PM)
Hockey: Senior League 5 (2:15PM)
Law Society: David Goldberg OC (Ambar)
Coach's blunder costs champ a gold medal

Dutch speedskater Sven Kramer had started to celebrate when he got the bad news: "Worst moment of my career"

Top Athletes
- Joannie Rochette
- Yu-Na Kim
- Sven Kramer

Recent Results
- Figure skating
- Nordic combined
- Men's speedskating

U.S. figure skater gets bloody nose during routine

Check out the latest new cars
- Honda
- Nissan
- Ford
- Volkswagen

Improve your finance searches
Go to Yahoo! Finance for powerful finance research tools.
Coach's blunder costs champ a gold medal

Dutch speedskater Sven Kramer had started to celebrate when he got the bad news. >> 'Worst moment of my career'

- Olympic look-alikes
- The networks in 2014
- When bronze beats silver

Blunder costs skater a gold
Avoid these fattening fries
Trouble over host's remarks
Teacher tackles school gunman
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Applicant Information

Family Name *

First (Given) Name *

Birth Date

Day *
Month *
Year *

Sex (Male/Female) *

Country where you live *

E-Mail Address

Telephone Number

Country Code *
Number *

Passport Information
I would like to use Huffduffer. I want my username to be ___________________________ and I want my password to be ___________________________. My email address is ___________________________.

By the way, my name is ___________________________ and my website is ___________________________.

JOIN
We are thrilled and excited you’d like to preview VaultPress before it’s available to the general public. Please fill out the application below, and in a few days we’ll start sending out the golden tickets for the first users to be able to sign up.

Howdy, my name is First Name Last Name. I’m interested in beta testing VaultPress and securing my blog, http://example.com. If the test goes well, I have 0 other blogs I’d want to run it on. I know you’re planning to charge about $25 a month for this, but in a perfect world I’d pay $25 a month to cover all my blogs. I’d call myself a personal user. You can reach me at name@example.com when my golden ticket is ready. I’m most interested in VaultPress because aliens are after my server.
I am interested

To: Lehmer's Buick Pontiac GMC
1-866-607-2809
... More Info

From: my email address

Your message:
Hello, my name is first name last name and I'm writing you today to learn more about the 2009 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 1500 LT listed for $20,995. I live at my street address (optional) in the ZIP area and I would like to hear back from you soon and learn more about this vehicle. Please call me back on my phone number at your earliest convenience.

personalize this message

Thank you.
Yes, I'm interested in receiving news and special offers from Kelley Blue Book.
SEND THIS MESSAGE

> View the free CARFAX Report
> Calculate your monthly payment
> Get your credit score now
> Get a free Progressive insurance quote
JavaScript
procedural
form validation
UI elements
declarative
HTML5
input type="number"
input type="search"
input type="range"
input type="email"
input type="date"
input type="url"
progressive disclosure

pattern recognition
We make websites better

We create sites that are elegant, engaging and easy to use.

We have Big Agency skills but small agency flexibility and you’ll be able to remember all our names.

We can work with you. We are Clearleft.

Work with us or learn from us.
Email us through this magic form

If you prefer a more tangible form of communication, we’re here:

Clearleft Ltd.
Suite 3
28 Kensington Street
Brighton BN1 4AJ
UK

Your name

Your email address

Who is the message for?
I Don't Know

Your message

Cancel
Frequently Asked Questions

- A sample FAQ category title
- This is another one
- The third category type
Frequently Asked Questions

A sample FAQ category title

1. A frequently asked question about ABPI
2. This is a different question about the organisation
3. Another interesting question goes here
4. A different really long question about the organisation or something
5. A frequently asked question about ABPI
6. This is a different question about the organisation
Locality, Region — I live here!

Email

Password

Remember me

No account? Register

Forgotten your password?

Tell a friend Register Log In
<a href="#login" class="toggler">log in</a>
...
<div id="login">
...
</div><!-- /#login -->

```javascript
.jQuery('body').addClass('hasJS');

jQury('a.toggler').click(function() {
    var id = jQuery(this).attr('href');
    jQuery(id).slideToggle('fast');
});
```
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Song to the Siren (Live Version)

The Cocteau Twins singing Tim Buckley (as recorded under This Mortal Coil).

From http://www.cocteautwins.com/html/media/audio.html

---

James Boyle

Chris Gondek speaks with James Boyle about the range wars of the information age — today’s heated battles over intellectual property.

From: http://yalepress.yale.edu/yupbooks/podcast.asp

---
feedback
feedback

Push button
Wait for signal
feedback

http://bisqwit.iki.fi/nesvideos/
Tool-assisted superplay movies
Similar people

Indyplanets / Jason Weaver
Signed up one year ago http://jason-weaver.com

"Father, Husband, and Freelancer from College Station, Texas."

Clampants / Tim Lynch
Signed up one year ago http://www.twitter.com/clampants

"Adjunct professor of theoretical linguistics from an imaginary university in a run down warehouse so..."

Iamdanzw / Dan W
Signed up 2 months ago http://www.iamdanzw.com/
inspiration
inspiration
emulation
Rich
Internet
Applications
Rich experience
Rich experience
Rich experience
Rich experience

Saw a guy bike past me wearing an A List Apart t-shirt. Almost yelled out before realizing that would be, well, weird.

9:20 PM Aug 30th, 2009 via Tweetie

beep
Beep.
Saw Cameron Diaz on her way to the gym. I was wearing the shirt I'd slept in, walking my dog, holding a bag of shit.
interactivity
The reason we suddenly need such a word is that during this century we have for the first time been dominated by non-interactive forms of entertainment: cinema, radio, recorded music and television. Before they came along all entertainment was interactive: theatre, music, sport...

We didn’t need a special word for interactivity in the same way that we don’t (yet) need a special word for people with only one head.

—Douglas Adams, August 29th 1999
thank you